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Abstract—This short paper offers a case study in the challenges
associated with the translation of content from a particularly rich
set of XML tags in a boutique digital humanities project–The
Orlando Project–into RDF.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Research projects and content providers in the humanities
such as libraries and museums are increasingly incorporating
semantic web technologies [1, 5]. As part of this process,
many ontologies initially developed for other contexts are
being translated into semantic-web-ready forms to enable the
leveraging of existing metadata in a semantic web context
[4, 8]. XML schemas in particular are targeted for such
translation, and production of RDF based on existing XML
markup is increasing, with the W3C offering a conversion tool
meant to facilitate such translations [9].

Yet such translation is fraught with challenge, particularly
when rigid ontological hierarchies common in the sciences are
asserted on humanities data [6]. The migration of information
to formats ready for the semantic web reopens important
questions about cultural artifacts that were less relevant in
previous formats. In particular the use of RDF to describe
the world and to link aspects of it together mobilizes the
hierarchical structures of XML in ways that may have unfore-
seen consequences for knowledge representation and result in
erroneous assertions.

This short paper offers a summary of technical challenges
associated with the translation of content from rich XML in a
boutique digital humanities project–The Orlando Project–into
RDF.

II. ABOUT ORLANDO

Orlando: Women’s Writing in the British Isles from the
Beginnings to the Present is a born-digital reference and
research resource comprised of more than 1,300 detailed
biocritical entries, capturing over 27,000 individual people [2].
The prose within each entry has been marked up using XML
to identify information related to authors’ lives and writing ca-
reers, contextual material, timelines, sets of internal links, and
bibliographies [3]. Besides being leveraged to both structure
and search the documents within Orlando, the XML encoding
is now being used to assist in the automatic conversion of RDF
from Orlando’s structured text.

The Orlando XML tag set is extensive, comprising 186
individual tags, 95 attributes, and 507 fixed attribute values
that may be applied multiple times. These tags can be di-
vided into four categories: provenance, structural, context, and
content. Provenance tags capture information about who has
contributed to an entry, how, and when. Structural tags capture
the formal properties of the document, such as <DIV>s and
<P>s. Context tags provide meta-level descriptions of the
structure of the entries. For example, many entries have a
discussion about family and so there is a context tag that
wraps the entirety of this section. The content tags capture the
properties of the particular things that are said about particular
people, such as tags for birth events and gender.

A set of conventions, documented extensively in the
project’s internal production system and used when authors are
tagging the documents as they write, accompanies the tag set,
providing further structure. Such conventions include tagging
an author’s name most times it is used within a new <DIV>
tag within any entry and wrapping any locations referenced in
three layers of location tags (settlement, region, and broader
geographic area).

III. CONVERSION METHOD

This combination of tags and conventions allows for a great
deal of information to be extracted from Orlando through
an automated process that leverages these structures and then
responds by creating RDF triples.

This extraction is performed by a Python script that uses
regular expressions to directly target structures in the doc-
ument created by the intersection of XML and the tagging
conventions. Each correctly matched expression produces a
single RDF triple for an entry about an author.

This approach deviates from standard approaches to the con-
version of XML documents which use tools such as XSLT or
XQUERY to target items within the Document Object Model.
The principal reasons for this deviation are that the scripting
method employed allows project members to quickly write
single lines of regular expressions to target new RDF triples
rather than a combination of XPATH, regular expressions, and
a translation language. It also reduces the amount of redundant
code and therefore the likelihood of errors.

The Python script reads through a list of commands that
look like the following:

givenName|<GIVEN>([\w ]+)</GIVEN>



Two pieces of information are shared here and broken up by
the pipe character. The first is the name of the predicate to be
extracted (in this case, givenName). The second is the regular
expression used to capture the given name of the primary
individual for whom a given entry is about. It amounts to
looking for the opening and closing tags that surround a given
name and then capturing all the text within. Since the target
of the entry is known before executing this code, the result
is the return of all the components for an RDF triple. The
program then assigns each element a URI and outputs a line
of RDF/XML.

Statements like the one shared previously work only because
of the combination of tags and conventions used in the entries.
To see this just consider how problematic it would be if every
person mentioned in an entry had their given name tagged.
Fortunately, this is not the case. By convention, only the person
who is the primary focus of the entry has such properties
tagged, allowing for triples about them to be easily extracted.

Not every case can be picked out by a single regular
expression since not all relevant information is captured within
a single XML tag. The place of death is a case in point. Here
it is the hierarchy of the XML tags that is particularly helpful.
Given this hierarchy the location of death can be extracted:

diedInRegion|<DEATH>.+?</DEATH>|
<PLACE.+?>([\w ,’]+?)</PLACE>

Again, the line is divided up at the pipe characters, this
time producing the predicate diedInRegion and two separate
regular expressions. The first regular expression grabs the
prose associated specifically with the death of the target of
the entry and the second pulls out all the regions returned
by the first expression. This recursive approach allows for
the extraction to be carried out to many levels of precision,
although in practice it has not been necessary to resort to more
than three.

IV. LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

While the tool is effective overall, producing hundreds of
thousands of triples with less than 80 lines of targeted regular
expressions and about 100 lines of Python, it does suffer
drawbacks. Principally these are an inability to target certain
relationships and promiscuous captures.

Some relationships are simply unavailable for capture. The
exact nature of various relationships between people within
entries is a case in point. Given the markup, it is simply not
possible to determine whether people named within the same
section of an entry are related to each other apart from their
relationship to the subject of the entry. Currently we deal with
this by ignoring such possible connections. We are exploring
the use of NER and relation extractors such as SONEX [7] to
overcome this limitation in the long term.

The reliance of XML on a hierarchical structure rather than
explicit relationship labels means that inferring relationships
based on the location of proper names within context tags can
lead to some curious results. In one entry, William Shakespeare
is named in an intimateRelationship tag related to a woman
in love with a Shakespearean actress, which results in the

production of triples for both Shakespeare and the actual love
object.

V. PROVENANCE

Given the limitations of the extraction process it is important
to make it clear within the RDF that each triple was produced
by an automated extraction process. While this could be done
via meta-level tags in the file that holds the RDF, this crucial
fact would then be hidden from queries and inference agents.
To avoid this, each triple is reified by assigning it a URI
and then connecting its pieces with the predicates rdf:object,
rdf:predicate, and rdf:subject.

VI. CONCLUSION

The digital humanities are turning to Linked Data in search
of discoverability, interoperability, and scalability. However,
such conversion is not a straightforward process, typically
because the information that is valuable to humanists is not
obviously compatible with XML hierarchies or simple RDF.
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